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2020 Pecan Crop
The 2020 crop is pollinated and nuts are sizing on the trees. It
is now what it appeared to be back in March—a large crop. As
observed in other regions suffering extreme weather related
damage, pecan trees tend to have a strong crop two years
following a major storm.
In Southeast Georgia, this Spring presented ideal growing
conditions. This was exceptional for young trees. I observed
very little death of young trees due to environmental stress
such as in 2019. It was a good Spring for mature trees as well.
Figure 1. Stuart pecans sizing in
The temperature and humidity were great for pollination with
Hancock County on June 18th.
most of the crop being pollinated in April. The rain we
Stuarts seen with 3, 4 and 5 nuts
in a cluster across Southeast
received came fast and was followed by dry weather. This
Georgia.
reduced potential for leaf scab. In the Southeast, many
growers achieved just two pre-pollination sprays and three on
highly susceptible cultivars. Dr. Wells does observe that the crop appears to be two
weeks earlier than normal, something we must keep in mind when spraying fungicide
and fruit thinning.
Young Trees
First year planted trees are off to such a good start that fertilizing is recommended in
almost every situation. Only if trees do not grow well in the first year do we not fertilize
in year one. In some cases, nutrient imbalances are present in first year trees due to
fast leaf growth. Young branches of these trees are being
cut back to allow roots to catch up. Pecan budmoth is
still providing significant pressure for young trees;
however, I also observe equal damage from deer
browsing.
Mature Trees
In April, Dr. Angel Acebes coordinated the set up of
multiple casebearer traps to determine when their
reproduction begins. Due to the cooler air temperatures
in May, a few locations in the east never reached biofix.
Growers feel like damage from casebearer was less this
year. With a large crop on almost all varieties, some
thinning would have been beneficial. Only on Desirable,
which drops 40% - 60% of its nuts, would we need to
treat for casebearer in this type of season. Many have
asked, “Can we fill this large of a crop?” The short
answer is simply, NO. Anything over 70% terminal load
and three to four nuts in a cluster is too much for the
tree to fill. Nut size also has an impact in this as well. As
we move forward, mechanical fruit thinning is
something we need to consider for the 2020 crop.

Figure 2. UGA Extension Agent, Scout
Carter, applies 10-10-10 to 1st year trees
for a study observing the difference of
Redox, TerraGuard and UGA standard
fertilizer program on June 12th.

Early Black Pecan Aphid Damage
Many growers and county agents are talking to me about populations of yellow aphids, honeydew, black
pecan aphids and even damage from black pecan aphids. As I travel around the district, I do feel like I see
more aphid activity now than this time last year. Here is what we need to think about before we spray:
Black Pecan Aphids First, remember that black pecan aphid adults can be present in our orchards
throughout the season. This time of the year they move in and out of the orchard feeding. You may even
see the yellow spots on pecan leaves right now. However, it is later in the season when their populations
build, and they start reproducing. We do not want to treat black aphids until we start seeing
nymph clusters. I am seeing some adult black aphids now. Notice the difference in adult aphids and
parasitized aphids below.
Threshold: When nymph clusters appear on damaged leaves.
Yellow Aphids Black-margined aphids and yellow aphids (both yellow aphids) are present in orchards
all season, but we usually have a spike in numbers in mid-to late June and again in August. Generally
these can be left alone for beneficial insects to feed. With yellow aphids, we commonly see a glossy appearance on the leaves called honeydew. This is often concerning to growers. However, the tree leaves can take
a good bit of honeydew and be fine. The best indicator of treating yellow aphids is if sooty mold begins
growing on the honeydew. Sooty mold can limit photosynthesis.
Threshold: 50 aphids per compound leaf; 20 aphids per compound leaf after August 15th.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 3. Pecan aphids are most commonly attacked by Aphelinid wasps. Yellow pecan aphids and black-margined aphids parasitized by these wasps turn black,
which can be misidentified as black pecan aphids. A way to check for this is by inspecting if the aphid moves once disturbed since mummified aphids are immobile. Mummified aphids are also rounded and bigger than unparasitized aphids. Also, black pecan aphids are mostly found with dead yellow or brown spots on
the leaves. (Dr. Angel Acebes) Figure 4. Black-Margined Aphid Adult. Figure 5. Honeydew from yellow aphids.

What should we do now? Aphids are one of the most critical insect pests of pecan and most difficult to
control. Insecticide resistance is critical to manage. The further we into the season to treat, the better off
we are. Here are some things you can do now if you are seeing aphids build:
1) The best thing you can do is DO NOT SPRAY BROADSPECTRUM INSECTICIDES!! These are pyrethroids and chlorpyrifos. Many species of beneficial insects work on aphids. These insecticides will
harm beneficials and subsequently flare aphids.
2) Ignore yellow aphids.
3) Ignore black aphids before late July.
4) Apply imidacloprid via drip in early/mid June.
5) If black aphids flare up w/in 3-4 wks following application, apply aphid insecticides and ROTATE!
6) Spraying gibberellic acid, a plant growth regulator, can prevent black pecan aphid injury and inhibit
the establishment of black pecan aphids in the orchard. Gibberellic acid does not affect aphids directly
and will not control any other pest, including yellow aphids. Three applications should be made at 2week intervals, beginning in mid-July, applying 10 oz (or 5 oz of ProGibb LV Plus) each time.
7) Try to save Nexter late season if needed for black aphids when mites are a problem.
8) For a more thorough threshold protocol, check the UGA spray guide.

Fruit Thinning
What could be wrong with having a large crop? If there is one thing to strongly consider, it is the need for fruit thinning. Determining how and when to do it are is the easy part. Searching deep inside yourself and finding a piece of you
to shake nuts off your trees during a good season is the hard part.
When we have a large crop, our trees run the risk of falling into alternation. This is due to the fruit load and reduction
in carbohydrate storage. Fruit thinning is all about the percentage of terminals that bear nuts. It is actually different
for each nut size. Generally, when we have over 70% terminals bearing fruit and greater than tree nuts per cluster, our
trees will benefit from fruit thinning. As of now, we have between 90-100% terminals bearing fruit and sometimes
four and five nuts per cluster! We need to consider mechanical fruit thinning to limit alternate-bearing cycles.
Below are the main points to remember when mechanical fruit thinning:
1.

TIMING*—In most years, there is a window of only 10 – 14 days in
which fruit thinning can be done successfully. The calendar date for
fruit thinning of pecan will vary with cultivar and location, as well as
from year to year. Research has shown that to receive the full benefit
of mechanical fruit thinning, nuts should be removed when the ovule
(cavity inside nut in photo) is 50% to 100% expanded, but before the
kernel enters the dough stage.
2. SHAKE AFTER IRRIGATION / RAIN—Under conditions of abundant rainfall or high soil moisture, the cambium layer under the bark
will slip more readily, making it easier to damage the tree. To minimize trunk damage, shake a few days after a rain OR turn irrigation
off a few days before shaking.
3. GREASE BETWEEN RUBBER FLAP OR PAD—This will allow
movement between the flap and the pad, reducing movement beFigure 6. Ovule (cavity) in nut on right is
tween the shaker head and the tree bark. This is very important in
about75-80% expanded; that on the left is about
reducing the risk of damaging trees. Also, position the shaker as level 20-25% expanded .—Photo by Lenny Wells
as possible on the ground with the tree trunk or limb positioned in
the center of the shaker head.
4. SHAKE 2 to 3 seconds—The most common mistake most growers make when attempting to fruit thin for
the first time is that not enough nuts are removed. Do not be alarmed by the number of nuts that fall when
you begin shaking. Trees should be shaken two to three seconds at a time, evaluated, and then shaken
again if needed. This process should be repeated until the operator has a feel for how hard to shake to
achieve the desired results.
*Determination of nut development is done by slicing through the nut to expose the ovule. When the nut is removed
from the tree, an oval shaped scar is left on the shuck. To obtain the proper view of the ovule, the nut should be cut
lengthwise at a right angle the long axis of the oval scar. A straight, lengthwise cut exposes the expanding ovule and
liquid endosperm within the nut (Figure 6). Thinning should occur when the ovule or kernel has extended to half the
distance toward the stem end of the nut. The larger the nut size, the earlier in the ovule expansion period thinning
can take place, because larger nuts are easier to shake off the tree. (Dr. Lenny Wells)
Though it will be easier to leave this crop on the trees and recuperate some of our recent low-yielding crops, keep in
mind we are at risk of our trees moving to a severe alternate-bearing tendency. The perfect storm for alternate bearing
is a few years of low production followed by a year with a heavy crop!
What about hedging as an option to fruit thin? Hedging is a great option to fruit thin. We think about hedging
as opening the canopy for sunlight. Hedging also lightens the crop load. Dr. Wells is still collecting data on a long-term
study looking at summer hedging compared to dormant hedging. The benefit to summer hedging is that the shoot
growth which results is much shorter than the vigorous shoot growth following dormant hedging. When trees are
hedged in the summer, Dr. Wells is finding that it should be done before mid-June for most varieties. If pruned before
late June, the trees have time to put on enough growth that—in some cases—they appear to bear nuts the following
year OR the underlying shoots bear nuts after being exposed to sunlight from pruning.
The main limitation for Southeast growers is unavailability of hedgers. There are few in our region. We also have older
trees which can be tough on hedging equipment. Mechanical fruit thinning is our best option for now. Many of our
low-input cultivars too will benefit from fruit thinning due to larger sized clusters. These include Excel, Lakota,
McMillan and sometimes Gafford which need thinning in “on” years. Increased profit potential through enhanced size,
quality, and return crop has so far been shown with mechanical fruit thinning on Cape Fear, Creek, Pawnee, Schley,
Stuart, Sumner, Kiowa, Cheyenne, Shoshoni, and Mohawk.

Pecan Budmoth, Deer Browsing and Hickory Shoot Curculio
We are observing three distinctive issues of young trees. This notates difference between budmoth, deer browsing and hickory
shoot curculio.
Pecan Budmoth—Generally, we see a decline in pressure from
budmoth through June as new foliage produces more and more terminals. However, I’m seeing as much pressure from budmoth now
as we did in April and May. To be sure, look for 1) leaves attached
to the stem but are dead and 2) webbing between buds. At this
point, trees planted in 2020 need to be scouted and likely treated
for budmoth again, especially where high pressure has existed all
season.
Deer Browsing—If you observe a small flush of leaf growth from
secondary buds but leaves are green and have no obvious webbing,
this is more likely from deer browsing. You will also see small
branches ’clipped’. Often times severe damage from deer occurs in
fields where deer were historically a problem. There are many repellents we can use. Milorganite is commonly used and works well.
Hickory Shoot Curculio—Young trees between the ages of two
and six years old sometimes have terminals affected by this insect
(Figure 7). Like budmoth, this weevil burrows in the stem. The dif- Figure 7
Figure 8
ference is the hole bored is longer than it is with budmoth (Figure
7. UGA Extension Agent Cole Moon surveys
8). This insect is all over the pecan growing region but sporadically Figure
hickory shoot curculio damage in Twiggs County on
attacks pecan. It has one generation per year and will start slowing June 25th. Figure 8. Bore hole from HSC. Photo by
down about now. We do not need to treat for it, but rather be aware UGA Extension Agent Jennifer Miller.
as we are scouting.

Tips on Finishing 2020 Crop—L. Wells

Upcoming Events

Here are some tips on finishing this 2020 crop
from UGA Extension Specialist Dr. Lenny
Wells:

August 11th—ALABAMA PECAN GROWERS ASSOCATION SUMMER TOUR, Tallahassee, AL alabamapecangrowers.com

1. Fertilization: If you applied 75—100 lbs of
nitrogen per acre in the spring and you have
a heavy crop load, apply another 25— 30 lbs
in Mid—Summer and again in late
August/early September.

August 18th—PECAN CONGRESS; Contact Council office at 817-916-0020

2. Irrigation: Increase water to 45-50% full
capacity in July. Increase capacity to 100%
from mid– August to mid-September.
3. Kernel Fill-Harvest: Continue irrigation at
40% from the end of kernel fill to harvest to
avoid crop deterioration through the end of
the season. This is especially important
with a heavy crop load. If drought conditions come up in October with a heavy crop
load, irrigation may need to be increased to
60—70% full capacity.

August 27-28—ARIZONA PECAN GROWERS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE, Tucson, AZ arizonapecan.com
September 2—TEXAS PECAN GROWERS ASSOCIATION FALL FIELD DAY, Bronwood, TX tpga.org/tpgaevents/
September 10-11—GPGA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
AND TRADE SHOW/FALL FIELD DAY, UGA Conference Center, Tifton, GA, georgiapecan.org

